
Drum Trucks
Valley Craft's line of drum handling trucks and dollies are the answer to safe and effective manual transport and handling 
of drum inventories and are available in a variety of styles to accommodate virtually any need.

2-Wheel EZY-Rol™Automatic Drum Trucks feature ValleyCraft's exclusive EZY-Tilt™ design and spring-loaded chime 
hook so the operator never has to touch the drum. Choice of steel or aluminum. Shoes adjust to handle 30- and 55-
gal. drums up to 1,000 lbs. Available with optional hand brakes for added safety. Replaceable wheels, shoes and axles 
available. Five-chime hook and three-wheel options available.

4-Wheel EZY-Rol™ Automatic Drum Trucks are available in steel or spark resistant aluminum and feature ValleyCraft's 
exclusive EZY-Tilt™ design and spring-loaded chime hooks. Operator never has to touch the drum. Trucks handle 30- 
and 55-gal. drums up to 1,000 lbs. Available with optional hand brakes. Models feature replaceable wheels shoes and 
axles. Five-chime hook and 3-wheel options available.

Model Description
Product 
Weight

F81600A9 Pneumatic 67 lbs

F82025A4 Pneum. w/brake 78 lbs

F81735A7 Solid 70 lbs

F82150A1 Solid w/brake 78 lbs

F81895A3 Mold-On 66 lbs

2-Wheel Steel, Standard Chime

Model Description
Product 
Weight

F82375A0 Pneumatic 45 lbs

F83160A7 Pneum. w/brake 50 lbs

F82895A1 Solid 50 lbs

F83450A6 Solid w/brake 55 lbs

F82845A2 Mold-On 55 lbs

4-Wheel Steel, Standard Chime

Model Description
Product 
Weight

F81500A0 Pneumatic 45 lbs

F81925A7 Pneum. w/brake 50 lbs

F81625A0 Solid 50 lbs

F82050A2 Solid w/brake 55 lbs

F81770A3 Mold-On 55 lbs

2-Wheel Aluminum, Standard Chime

Model Description
Product 
Weight

F82175A2 Pneumatic 49 lbs

F82960A1 Pneum. w/brake 54 lbs

F82425A0 Solid 48 lbs

F83210A7 Solid w/brake 52 lbs

F82645A4 Mold-On 50 lbs

4-Wheel Aluminum, Standard Chime

Standard Hook 
Automatically 
engages drum. 
Comes standard 
on automatic drum 
trucks.

Plastic Drum 
Hook Drops over 
bung hole projection 
on standard drums.
May be used on 
aluminum truck.

Cable Hoop 
Hook Cable on 
standard chime 
hook wraps around 
drums without a 
chime.

Fiber Drum Hook 
Reaches an extra 
inch to hook rim of 
fiber drums. Also 
handles standard 
drums.

Locking Cover Hook 
Handles drums with 
Locking cover. May 
beused on aluminum 
truck and handles 
standard drums.

All drum trucks feature standard 
chime hook. Special chime hooks 
available for an additional charge.

Pneumatic Tire 
12 x 31⁄2" Disassembles to 
replace tire and tube.

Molded-On Tire 
10 x 21⁄2" Brakes not 
available with this wheel.

Solid Rubber Tire 
10 x 21⁄2" Standard tire on all 
drum trucks.

Tire Options:

Optional Braking System:
Our unique braking system features a 
simple hand lever that operates brake 
bands equally on both load-carrying wheels, 
providing a safer and more efficient way to 
move heavy loads. These brakes give the 
operator complete control on ramps and 
inclines, and keep the wheels stationary 
while breaking over loads. Not available with 
molded-on solid rubber tires.
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Distribution Trucks
Built to handle heavy, cumbersome loads and crafted to last through years of rugged use. Valley Craft’s distribution line is backed by our quality 
guarantee to ensure you of a superior product with maximum capability.

Standard twin-handle beverage trucks have a tapered frame with twin handles and are available with a flat back or curved 
back bands for cylinder handling. Capacity is 10 cases, two half barrels or one CO2 cylinder. Aluminum tubing construction 
is lightweight and easy to handle. Heavy-duty, 8"-deep and 10"-deep steel shoes are standard. Optional hand brakes provide 
control over heavy loads for safer transport on ramps, stairs and over curbsides.

Case trucks are the same width as a beverage 
case and conveniently fit into tightly stacked 
rows of cased goods. The alumnium frame has a 
long straight design to handle cases stacked six 
high. Heavy-duty, 8"-deep, steel shoe is standard. 
Replaceable steel axle is protected by a sturdy 
housing and rolls smoothly on maintenance-free, 
sealed bearings. Oversized skidrails are protected 
by replaceable steel guards. Standard shoe size 
is 8" x 16". Truck measures 51"H x 191⁄2"W and 
rolls easily over virtually any surface on premium 
pneumatic tires. 
Item no. F84580 A7, 600-lb. capacity

Standard utility trucks have a large, functional 
frame for moving materials of all types, both 
in plant and on deliveries. Frame has curved 
back bands and twin handles. Aluminum tubing 
construction is lightweight and easy to handle. 
11⁄8" O.D. steel tubing frames are also available 
for long-lasting, heavy-duty use. All joints are 
form-fitted for maximum strength and durability. 
Steel axle is replaceable. Standard shoe size 
is 10" x 19". Truck measures 51"H x 23"W and 
rolls easily over virtually any surface on premium 
pneumatic tires. 
Item no. F84066A0, 600-lb. capacity

Loop-handle utility trucks are similar to 
standard beverage trucks and easily maneuver 
with just one hand for maximum versatility. 
Aluminum tubing construction is lightweight and 
easy to handle. Features heavy-duty, 8"- deep, 
steel shoe. Replaceable steel axle is protected 
by a sturdy housing and rolls smoothly on 
maintenance-free, sealed bearings. Oversized 
skidrails are protected by replaceable steel 
guards. Standard shoe size is 8" x 16". Truck 
measures 51"H x 201⁄2"W and rolls easily over 
virtually any surface on premium pneumatic tires. 
Item no. F84335 A5, 600-lb. capacity

Trayless 12-pack delivery trucks have an extra 
wide frame to securely handle bulky trayless 
beverage packs, and its light weight aluminum 
frame makes it easy to transport. Standard shoe 
size is 8" x 16". Truck measures 51"H x 191⁄2"W 
and rolls easily over virtually any surface on 
premium pneumatic tires. Oversized skidrails are 
protected by replaceable steel guards. 
Item no. F81797A2, 600-lb. capacity

Model Dimensions Shoe Tires Capacity

F83880A6 51"H x 201/2"W 8" x 16" Premium Pneum 600 lbs

F83881A5 51"H x 201/2"W 10" x 16" Premium Pneum 600 lbs

F83970A7 51"H x 19"W 8" x 16" Premium w/brakes 600 lbs

F83971A6 51"H x 19"W 10" x 16" Premium w/brakes 600 lbs

Model Dimensions Shoe Tires Capacity

F83937A9 51"H x 201/2"W 8" x 16" Premium Pneum 600 lbs

F83947A7 51"H x 201/2"W 10" x 16" Premium Pneum 600 lbs

F83941A3 51"H x 201/2"W 8" x 16" Premium w/fenders 600 lbs

F83944A0 51"H x 201/2"W 10" x 16" Premium w/fenders 600 lbs

Curved Back Beverage Truck

Flat Back Beverage Truck
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